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Short Description

Product Details:
ROCCAT� Sota � Granular Blue Gaming Mousepad
Pointer positioning � at the highest level

Any mouse will glide over the ROCCAT� Sota Granular Gaming Mousepad with apparent effortless ease and as if fitted with a tracking booster.
The granular surface combined with the integrated metal film offers unparalleled gliding characteristics. At the same time, the Sota occupies a
smaller footprint on the desktop compared to standard mousepads, without restricting the gliding area in the slightest.

GRANULAR SURFACE
The Sota was given a granular surface inspired by
the geophysical characteristics of granular matter.
This gives the pad unique gliding properties which
make it seem as if the mouse is almost moving by
itself. Accordingly, pointer positioning is improved
and aiming is optimized to such an extent that every
gamer will benefit. The
wrist cut-out on the lower side of the mousepad and
its compact dimensions mean
the gliding area is extremely comfortable � perfect
for high-sense-gamers in particular.

HARD�N�FLEXIBLE
The Sota mousepad is one of the first mousepads to
combine a hard granular plastic surface with an
ultra-soft, flexible base. Despite that it achieves a
thickness of just 3mm. It lies completely flat on the
desktop and thanks to the non-slip base remains
rooted to it � it also provides an additional layer of
padding for comfort. The surface itself is extremely
easy to clean so anything causing friction can be
removed in a flash meaning the mouse is never
slowed down.
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INTEGRATED METAL FOIL
Integrated between the hard and soft layers of the
mousepad is a thin metal film. On the one hand this
gives the mousepad a discreet metallic shimmer
which sets this pad apart from the others in terms of
looks as well. On the other hand, this film
improves the tracking characteristics of the Sota �
the metal film reflects the light back to optical or
laser sensors without distorting it in any way
thereby providing outstanding tracking and
amazingly precise aiming.
 

When you�ve got precise pointer positioning behind you, you feel the total independence you have in your actions.

Eric. J. Dale ROCCAT Scientist

Features:

GRANULAR COAT
for increased gliding speed and enhanced mouse movement

INTEGRATED METAL FOIL
outstanding tracking characteristics thanks to the integrated metal foil

HARD�N�FLEXIBLE
combination of hard pad and ultra-soft base � not just for
high-sense-gamers

STRIKING SHAPE
smart operating range thanks to the wrist cut-out on the lower side

HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
space saving measures 350 x 270mm in size and just 3mm thick 

EASY-TO-CLEAN SURFACE
allows anything causing friction to be removed in a flash

INTEGRATED METAL FOIL
The integrated metal foil reflects light without distorting it. As a result, the mousepad provides
outstanding tracking characteristics and extremely precise aiming.
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HARD�N�FLEXIBLE
The ROCCAT� Sota combines a hard pad surface with an ultra-soft base, thus combining the best
of both worlds and making it the real deal not just for high-sense gamers.

 

Specifications:

Tested with:
 

 ROCCAT� Kone
 ROCCAT� Kova
 ROCCAT� Pyra
 Microsoft® Sidewinder
 Microsoft® MS 3.0 / 1.1
 Logitech® MX 510
 Logitech® MX 518
 Logitech® G1
 Logitech® G5
 Logitech® G7
 Logitech® G9

 Saitek�  GM3200
 SpeedLink®  Styx
 Steel Series�  Ikari
 Razer Lachesis�
 Razer Lachesis�
 Razer Copperhead�
 Razer Diamondback�
 Razer Deathadder�
 Razer Krait�

...and many more.
Reviews:

 

 
GeekSmack  November 4, 2009
"This mouse is a thing of beauty. Everything seems to make sense
and it will impress all of your friends. Paired up with the Sota, this
mouse makes one half of the SDMS range and together they are
amazing products. In fact this mouse is so good, I urge you to get in
touch with your local Roccat dealer and buy this product sometime in
November."

Both products receive the Editors choice reward!
Read More...

Description

Product Details:
ROCCAT� Sota � Granular Blue Gaming Mousepad
Pointer positioning � at the highest level

Any mouse will glide over the ROCCAT� Sota Granular Gaming Mousepad with apparent effortless ease and as if fitted with a tracking booster.
The granular surface combined with the integrated metal film offers unparalleled gliding characteristics. At the same time, the Sota occupies a
smaller footprint on the desktop compared to standard mousepads, without restricting the gliding area in the slightest.

http://www.geeksmack.net/reviews/777-review-roccat-sota-mousepad-and-roccat-kova-mouse.html
http://www.geeksmack.net/content_media/ReviewRoccatSotaMousepadandRoccatKovaMou_107C3/editorschoice2.png
http://www.geeksmack.net/reviews/777-review-roccat-sota-mousepad-and-roccat-kova-mouse.html
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GRANULAR SURFACE
The Sota was given a granular surface inspired by
the geophysical characteristics of granular matter.
This gives the pad unique gliding properties which
make it seem as if the mouse is almost moving by
itself. Accordingly, pointer positioning is improved
and aiming is optimized to such an extent that every
gamer will benefit. The
wrist cut-out on the lower side of the mousepad and
its compact dimensions mean
the gliding area is extremely comfortable � perfect
for high-sense-gamers in particular.

HARD�N�FLEXIBLE
The Sota mousepad is one of the first mousepads to
combine a hard granular plastic surface with an
ultra-soft, flexible base. Despite that it achieves a
thickness of just 3mm. It lies completely flat on the
desktop and thanks to the non-slip base remains
rooted to it � it also provides an additional layer of
padding for comfort. The surface itself is extremely
easy to clean so anything causing friction can be
removed in a flash meaning the mouse is never
slowed down.

INTEGRATED METAL FOIL
Integrated between the hard and soft layers of the
mousepad is a thin metal film. On the one hand this
gives the mousepad a discreet metallic shimmer
which sets this pad apart from the others in terms of
looks as well. On the other hand, this film
improves the tracking characteristics of the Sota �
the metal film reflects the light back to optical or
laser sensors without distorting it in any way
thereby providing outstanding tracking and
amazingly precise aiming.
 

When you�ve got precise pointer positioning behind you, you feel the total independence you have in your actions.

Eric. J. Dale ROCCAT Scientist

Features:

GRANULAR COAT
for increased gliding speed and enhanced mouse movement

INTEGRATED METAL FOIL
outstanding tracking characteristics thanks to the integrated metal foil

HARD�N�FLEXIBLE
combination of hard pad and ultra-soft base � not just for
high-sense-gamers

STRIKING SHAPE
smart operating range thanks to the wrist cut-out on the lower side

HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
space saving measures 350 x 270mm in size and just 3mm thick 

EASY-TO-CLEAN SURFACE
allows anything causing friction to be removed in a flash
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INTEGRATED METAL FOIL
The integrated metal foil reflects light without distorting it. As a result, the mousepad provides
outstanding tracking characteristics and extremely precise aiming.

 

HARD�N�FLEXIBLE
The ROCCAT� Sota combines a hard pad surface with an ultra-soft base, thus combining the best
of both worlds and making it the real deal not just for high-sense gamers.

 

Specifications:

Tested with:
 

 ROCCAT� Kone
 ROCCAT� Kova
 ROCCAT� Pyra
 Microsoft® Sidewinder
 Microsoft® MS 3.0 / 1.1
 Logitech® MX 510
 Logitech® MX 518
 Logitech® G1
 Logitech® G5
 Logitech® G7
 Logitech® G9

 Saitek�  GM3200
 SpeedLink®  Styx
 Steel Series�  Ikari
 Razer Lachesis�
 Razer Lachesis�
 Razer Copperhead�
 Razer Diamondback�
 Razer Deathadder�
 Razer Krait�

...and many more.
Reviews:

 

 
GeekSmack  November 4, 2009
"This mouse is a thing of beauty. Everything seems to make sense
and it will impress all of your friends. Paired up with the Sota, this
mouse makes one half of the SDMS range and together they are
amazing products. In fact this mouse is so good, I urge you to get in
touch with your local Roccat dealer and buy this product sometime in
November."

Both products receive the Editors choice reward!
Read More...

http://www.geeksmack.net/reviews/777-review-roccat-sota-mousepad-and-roccat-kova-mouse.html
http://www.geeksmack.net/content_media/ReviewRoccatSotaMousepadandRoccatKovaMou_107C3/editorschoice2.png
http://www.geeksmack.net/reviews/777-review-roccat-sota-mousepad-and-roccat-kova-mouse.html
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Additional Information

Brand Roccat

SKU ROC-13-111-D

Weight 2.5000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250288131118

Special Price $21.95


